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Monday, June 23. 2008

GP2X-Dragon: A Dragon / Tandy Coco Emulator for GP2X v1.0.2

Hi All,

Xroar is the best emulator of Dragon32/64 and Tandy Coco home computer running on many systems such as Linux,
Unix, Mac OS X, GP32 and Windows32.
See http://www.6809.org.uk/dragon/xroar.shtml for further informations.

GP2X-Dragon is a port on GP2X of the PSP version of Xroar.

Special thanks to Danzel and Jeff Chen for their virtual keyboard,  Ciaran Anscomb for this great emulator, Raven's for
eboot icons and to all GP2X SDK developpers.

What's new then ? 

- Fix sound issue using the patch sent by original X-roar's author,
  aka Ciaran himself (big thanks to him !!)
- Bug fix with volume settings (it didn't work properly)
- A thumbnail image is now displayed in the file requester
  while selecting any file with the same name of a previously
  saved game (rom, keyboard, settings).
  It might be very helpful to recognize that game later if you
  have thousand different games on your disk and rom folders !
- The virtual keyboard is now usable in the file requester menu to
  choose the first letter of the game you search !

How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.

Sources are included, and this package is under the GNU public licence, 
read COPYING.txt file for more information about it.

Here is a full working binary and source :
dragon-v1.0.2-bin.zip

dragon-v1.0.2-src.zip

  Enjoy,

          Zx.

If you want to discuss on this homebrew, you can do it here :
dcemu network or http://www.gp32x.com/.

 Posted by zx-81 in Tandy Coco at 23:17
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Sunday, January 20. 2008

GP2X-Dragon: A Dragon / Tandy Coco Emulator for GP2X v1.0.1

Hi All,

Xroar is the best emulator of Dragon32/64 and Tandy Coco home computer running on many systems such as Linux,
Unix, Mac OS X, GP32 and Windows32.
See http://www.6809.org.uk/dragon/xroar.shtml for further informations.

GP2X-Dragon is a port on GP2X of the PSP version of Xroar.

Special thanks to Danzel and Jeff Chen for their virtual keyboard,  Ciaran Anscomb for this great emulator, Raven's for
eboot icons and to all GP2X SDK developpers.

How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.

Sources are included, and this package is under the GNU public licence, 
read COPYING.txt file for more information about it.

Here is a full working binary and source :
dragon-v1.0.1-bin.zip

dragon-v1.0.1-src.zip

  Enjoy,

          Zx.

If you want to discuss on this homebrew, you can do it here :
dcemu network or http://www.gp32x.com/.

 Posted by zx-81 in Tandy Coco at 20:10
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